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About This Game

YOUR TEAM, YOUR STRATEGY, YOUR VICTORIES
Become the manager of a professional cycling team and compete against today's best riders in over 200 races (500+ stages)

across the world, including iconic races such as La Vuelta and the iconic Tour de France.

The most important decisions are in your hands. From rider scouting and recruitment, staff hiring, contract negotiations, and
sponsor management, make the right calls to secure the win! Every stage counts, and even during the races, the strategies and
choices are up to you! Play solo or multiplayer online up to 16 players, and dominate the competition in leagues and clans.

KEY FEATURES

Increased realism: race rhythm, riders’ pace, stamina and training management, enhanced IA…

Organize your team in a train formation at any point during the race, to protect your riders and prepare as you
approach key areas.

Improved progression system in Pro Cyclist mode: fulfill the objectives set by your manager to improve and progress
within your team and beyond!

Form clans and join members of the community to chat, organize competitions and compare results.
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Title: Pro Cycling Manager 2017
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Cyanide Studio
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB, ATI Radeon HD 5570/NVIDIA GeForce GT 240/Intel HD 4600

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Dutch,Norwegian,Portuguese
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better than previouce year a lot of new cool things and new menu in carrier
did a great job cyanide. Any game that I buy on sale and gives me 200+ hours of enjoyment is good.

I played PCM 2013 a fair bit, so this was an upgrade for me. The changes to being able to follow team members at all parts of a
race is a nice improvement. The graphics are generally improved, although some people still go through objects at times.

The only real criticism is that there is little variation to AI tactics. It would be good to seem some more random factors at play..
Pro cycling manager receives a few improvements each year, but also a few setbacks. This year is no exception.

What I dislike:

I miss the old way of setting up the schedule for each rider, and PLEASE bring back music while riding! I understand a lot of
players turn it off, but I don't understand why music at the very least cannot be an option. Though, these are minor flaws in my
opinion. At times, the breakaways can be almost inhumanely strong, and the peloton waaay too passive. I feel like I have to do
all the work in order to ride them back in, the other teams are just passively riding along. The game is still poorly optimized, so
you will experience lag even on high end PCs. The water bottle fetching is still a bit of a hassle.

What I like:

I love the new method of setting up trains by dragging and dropping a rider onto another. This was a huge improvement from
earlier versions where you had to click "protect" on every rider in the exact order you wanted, and you couldn't switch positions
between two because this would ruin the whole setup. This improvement alone is a reason to buy the game this year. Graphics
has improved slightly, and the new songs are pretty cool. Quick simulations seem a bit more fair, and winning stages is always a
huge rush!

--------------

Even though there seems to be a lot of things I dislike, I still recommend this game for cycling enthusiasts. I'm such a huge fan
of cycling, so managing my favorite teams in TdF is still a load of fun :). Not enough realistic its a fantasie game where kittel
can win a montain race or sagan can we a tour.
U will get block by ur teamate mabe by random guys or at least by a moto.
And to be all clear lets speak about this +1,2,3,4,5 when a random guy will become chris froome and will win against all leader.
This gameplay is not even close as pro cycling 2005 who was one of the better PCM.
We can tell one positive point of this game management is now better than before not fantastic but better.
Please Cyanide play your game before sell it thx.. where can i download the correct santos dour down under tracks
. I've been playing PCM now for about 7 years and is still not tired. Compared to other sports simulators I think this game is
great in development year-to-year. There are still some things they can adjust and add, like better simulations and rider
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manuevering. However one of my top games ever to play, great to slay some free time. Now with the new fitness plan in Pro
Cyclist mode you can be more aware of how your form will be all year, but this still needs more tweaking in showing more
correct tiredness.
All-in-all a great game, I recommend this especially to all cycling fans, but also to those who like sport simulation in general..
Love this game. Really enjoy 3D Race and multiplayer now as well as career mode and pro cyclist. As many others have said, I
can only reccomend this to cycling fans. I'm rating this on the merit of this game specifically and I'm not taking into account the
lack of changes/improvements from previous games that I've heard complaints about. This is the first PCM I've bought and I'm
really enjoying it. I'd have to give it an ok 6-7/10 though. The gameplay -while fun- is a little janky when it comes to
animations. In terms of simulating bike races It's very good. The management aspect is good too but a little lacking in depth. A
little more detail into rider progression (of attributes) would be good for example.. I have been a pro cycling manager fan for
years now, and after 3 hours of playing i can recommend this game just because they finally updated the multiplayer.

this means ( untill now ) no crashes!! no long waiting for races!!

the solo play is pretty mutch the same as the last 2 or 3 years, just updated some stats thats all.
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I like this game.

If you're into any of the tour de france games this gives you much more in depth world to compete in.

in reading the reviews it seems to me that a lot of people just cant accept they aren't very good at the game.

there's a lot of strategy that goes into effectively managing a race, wither with a team or an individual rider.. I have not played
much of this game as I wish there was a better toturial. instead you are bombarbed with tons of hits with every screen you go to.
this will take a lot of learning to get into the game, so it will be too soon to say whether or not this a game worth buying, but I
am sure I will find out after more hours with the game.

so keep posted as this review will be altered as the game gets played.  Game design 
For the fans of hardcore strategy/management sims: Don’t play this. This game is flawed in many ways: it provides complexity
without depth, it gives you a lot of tasks, but no real agency and mostly it gives graphics and soundbites instead of information.
This game cares too much about appearance and not enough about the actual core of a management sim. Which is, given how
long this game has been around, not an oversight but a choice.

 Game execution 
The choices made at the highest level (give the player something nice to look at and have him click on stuff to keep him busy)
are reflected in many areas of the game. Examples:

 In management screens: the game bombards you with unimportant messages to keep you busy with inbox management,
but players with contracts expiring will leave without giving notice. Unless you’ve written down his details, you’ll never
find him again.

 In race: The commentator informs you whenever something happens: someone tries to escape from the peloton, the
front group increases the gap to the peloton or the gap decreases. Over and over again. The algorithm is so basic and
repetitive, you’ll learn to ignore it within a couple of minutes. After a couple of hours, its, pfff.

 Enjoyment 
It kept me entertained for a couple of hours, but for the most part that was without the game running. The start of these kind of
games is great: writing down players stats, checking available races, training, hiring staff, scouting players, talk to sponsors, etc.
In this stage you’re developing your strategy and making your plan. Then you start playing and it turns out to be a hollow shell.

edit: formatting. It's been a few years since I've really enjoyed a PCM game, but this installment is probably my favorite since
PCM13! I haven't had any major bug problems that wasn't quickly patched, and I feel the AI is more balanced than the last few
years, both in the races, and in career mode.. The Pro Cycling Manager series... I have played this game for over 3 years now
and I think I know one or two things about this game. This game is perfect for the gamer who loves cycling and wants to relax
and enjoy there freetime.

"Why is Pro Cycling Manager 2017 better than the other one's?"
This year they totally improved the game on aspects like: Graphics, Sound, Gameplay, AI, Management, Rider progress,
Sponsors and a lot more cool features. If you would compare 2015 with 2016 you will see no difference, if you compare 2016
with 2017 you just can't deny 2017 is much better.

"Rating per category" -- extreme bad, - bad, -+ ok, +- decend, + good, ++ perfect
1. Graphics +
2. AI Level +
3. Management -+
4. Simulation +
5. Overall fun +
6. Community +-
7. Multiplayer -+
8. Steam workshop ++
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9. Editor +
10. Mechanics +-
11. Realism -+

12. Improvements over the last year +
13. Improvements over the last 3 years -

I gave you my opinion and view about this game. Some of you will not agree with me some will. Overall it does not matter,
why? Becuase it's you who likes a game or not.

For me is the Pro Cycling series one of my favourite games I have ever played and I will defintly recommend it to you.

I give this game an overall rate of: 7.5

So for all the people who are considering to buy this game I can only say one thing. If you love cycling and you are a
management/stratagy gamer this is your game.. I can't say it's the best game i play, not by a longshot but i find myself playing it
quite often none the less. It's sort of a guilty pleasure... But then again, if you like cycling, this is prety much the only option
around.
If you have last year's version, it doesn't really add that much to it to be worth buying, even less at full price... I did it because i
had last year's version on CD so wanted it on steam for commodity.
But if you do not own a recent version of the game or want it anyway, do go for it and make sure you stop by the workshop (or
the fan site dedicated to the game) to get a proper database... It does make it alot more enjoyable.

On a side note multiplayer is way better than PCM 2016, but it's still pretty bad. Can't really think of a way to fix it though, so it
will have to do i supose.. Try to start to play the game over 100times, and crash 100 times, never sucess !!!

even try to send crash report and still failed !!!

What should I DO ???. Love this game!. Are you kidding me? It won't even let me pass the "create a profile". The first time i
don't listen to the reviews. And then it totally ♥♥♥♥s me up. A JOKE.

Update. I found a solution on the internet. I did!! Come on
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